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1.  Cindy : Why are looking at me? What’s 
wrong ?
 Mete: Sorry, no offense. But you look 
………………….. in these clothes. I can’t help 
laughing.

Which word is suitable for the blank? 

A)  cool                                      B) smart   
 
C)  amazing                       D) ridiculous

4.  Alex: What do you think about camping? Do 
you go camping?
 Mason: Well, to me, it is a relaxing activity. 
You can feel the nature and be in it.
 Alex: That sounds cool. What do you do 
during camping?
 Mason: A lot of things. We go trekking and 
take photos. We sit around and make a campfire. 
………………………………………………………………………..

Which of the following activities can not be suitable 
for the blank? 

A) We enjoy the nature.  
B) We visit the museums.
C) We roast marshmallows.                 
D) We sing songs together.

5.  as /  home / Robert / watching / to / seldom/ 
the cinema / prefers / at / goes / he 

What is the correct order of the sentence? 

A) Robert prefers the cinema watching as he goes to 
at home seldom.
B) Robert goes to the cinema seldom as he at home 
prefers watching.
C) Robert seldom goes to the cinema as he prefers 
watching at home. 
D) He watching at home as Robert seldom goes to 
the cinema prefers. 

2.  Tom: I think the band is terrific. They are 
awesome. 
        Anna: Really? You’re kidding me. His voice 
is …………………

Which option completes the blank?

A) unbearable                    B) impressive        

C)  terrific                        D) fantastic

3.  In which sentence is the usage of 
frequency abverb  wrong? 

A) Scarlett rarely reads detective books. She is 
crazy about them. 
B) My friend, Ella always goes to the theatre to 
watch plays. She is keen on plays.
C) Hans sometimes reads biographical books. If he 
is available, he reads.
D) Lincoln never sings a song as he isn’t good at it.
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6.  One of your friends wants you to go to the gym. He is really into sports. He thinks that you think the 
same, but the truth is different. You aren’t keen sports. You want to express that ,but at the same time you 
don’t want to be rude. 

What do you say in such situation? 

A) It seems that you love sports, but I don’t. Isn’t it clear? Why don’t you understand me and go away? 
Leave me alone, please. 

B) Sports? How can I say no? In fact, I ‘m  more interested in sports than you. Let’s do something together.  

C) You like doing sports. Okay, I get it.  And as we are friends, do I have to do the same thing? I don’t think 
so. You are wrong. Please learn how to respect me. 

D) I know we are friends. Our friendship is important to me. But I have to be honest and say that I don’t 
prefer doing sports. 
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7.  Miles: What do you do in the evenings? 
 Jameson: …………………………………………….

Which option can Jameson not give as an 
answer? 

A) I finish my homeworks to get ready for 
tomorrow.
B) I make my bed and get dressed to have 
breakfast.  
C) I listen to my favourite singers. 
D) I spend time with my family. 

8.  Austin:  ……………… do you meet your friends? 
 Madeline:  Four times a week. 

Which option is suitable for the blank? 

A) What               
B) What time            
C) How          
D) How often
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